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Brass Band Broadcast
By THE BANDMASTER

F

ROM newspapers (The Washington Post March) to nuptials (The Bride- In the aria, she begs
Elect March), comic opera (El Capitan March) to cavalry charge (Sabre Schicchi, her “daddy,” to
and Spurs March), battles (Bullets and Bayonets March) to baseball facilitate her marriage to
(The National Game March), sailing (Hands Across the Sea March) to the Rinuccio, the man she desShrine (Nobles of the Mystic Shrine March), Noble John Philip Sousa (1854- perately loves.
Now, the Aleppo Brass
1932) of Almas Temple, wrote compositions commemorating just about everything. In fact, although he was best known for his march compositions along Band is preparing to play
with his energy as a conductor, his compositions actually included 137 march- a new arrangement of this
es, 15 operettas, 5 overtures, 11 suites, 24 dances, 28 fantasies, and 322 tender aria which substiarrangements of European symphonic works. Several of his works have titles tutes the gentle sounds of
high
woodwinds
with direct Masonic reference including The Crusader March composed in the
1888, and of course, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine March composed in 1923 and (flutes and clarinets) for
commemorating his becoming a member of the Nobility at Almas Temple in the solo soprano voice.
In addition, we are
Washington, D.C.
To us, as proud Nobles of Aleppo, Sousa’s distinctive and characteristic working on a medley of
march which he respectfully dedicated to our Ancient and Arabic Order, has three popular Italian
special significance and was composed in a very unique style, befitting the songs from the silver
Shrine. First, the march was written in a minor key and features some unusu- screen, “Summertime in
al chromaticisms not found in any of Sousa’s other marches which (like the Venice,” “Love Theme
majority of American marches) were composed in major keys. The difference from La Strada” and
between the two looks very subtle in terms of written notation, but is very “Anema e Core (With All
obvious when actually played. Basically major keys involve whole tones in the My Heart),” which have
been recorded by a num“do, re, mi” sequence while in minor keys, the interval between “re” and “mi”
ber of artists including
is only a half step. This makes a big difference in the way the music sounds
Connie Francis, Perry Como, Annunzio Mantovani, and others.
to the listener.
Rounding out our rehearsals with more music from sunny Italy, we are
Unlike other Sousa marches, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine March also
working as well on a traditional Neapolitan tarantella entitled “A Tazza ‘e
includes important passages for tambourines and triangles in the
Café (A Cup of Coffee).” The tarantella (or “spider dance”) is a lively and celepercussion parts in order to infuse some of the characteristic
sounds of the oriental band with traditional brass band
continued on page 14
instrumentation. This makes the work a uniquely enjoyable experience both to hear and to play. That, of
course, reflects our Shrine motto, “having fun with a
purpose!”
Sometimes (at least to Westerners) music in
minor keys, especially when it involves a slow
tempo, sounds a little sad and plaintive, while we tend to hear a
happier sound when the music is set in a major key. Of course,
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much of this is culturally determined by what kinds of sounds we
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are accustomed to hearing on a regular basis. If, as in Western
music, happy songs in major keys are most often experienced, those
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sounds tend to connect with the corresponding emotion. Conversely,
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in other cultures where songs in minor keys are more frequently
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heard, the listeners can perceive them as just as happy. Moreover,
our sense of hearing actually begins to function long before birth (by
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about the fifth or sixth month of gestation within the womb) so the
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type of music we get used to gets a very early start.
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Nonetheless, there is nothing wistful about Sousa’s lively march
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dedicated to our beloved Shrine, especially since the trio (or contrasting movement) “lifts” the key from a “dark” B-flat minor setting
to the relatively bright sounding, yet respectfully subdued key of Gflat major. All in all, this march is one of Sousa’s most inventive and
colorful, reflecting the deep and enduring pride that we share with
him regarding our beloved Shrine.
In addition to this great march by Noble Sousa, the Brass Band
has also been practicing a number of melodic Italian songs, perhaps
the most prominent being an aria from the opera, Gianni Schicchi
by Giacomo Puccini (1858-1924). This opera was composed as the
third part of three separate one-act operas (Il Trittico) written in
1917-18 and intended to be performed together (although not generally so presented today).
There are no elevated themes or legends based on ancient mythology in Gianni Schicchi. This “verismo” opera deals with dark and
gritty realism, hypocrisy, backstabbing, greed, double-dealing,
deceit and cynicism based on character flaws found in everyday life,
albeit in a setting of dark comedy. The story is based on an actual
historical event in 13th century Florence, and was mentioned in The
Divine Comedy (Inferno) by Dante Alighieri (c.1265-1321).
Notwithstanding, in spite of this cynical backdrop, Schicchi’s
daughter, Lauretta, sings a lyrical, heartfelt, and beautifully
expressive aria, “O Mio Babbino Caro (Oh My Beloved Daddy)”, now
one of the most famous and easily recognized melodies in all of classical music and often sung as an encore by many soprano soloists.
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